
Program Notes: 
 
There is certain to be some surprise, perhaps distress, from those who expect these 
‘homeless’ Beatitudes (blessings) to reflect the eight hopeful platitudes of Matthew 5 and 
the Sermon on the Mount.  Mollicone’s Mass begins and ends (perhaps a hint at the 
never-ending treadmill of survival endured by many of the homeless) with a set of 
Beatitudes that are poignant and, to some of us, painful reminders that there are far too 
many invisible poor among us.  It is much easier to ignore the disgrace that in a country, 
a city, a town, a neighborhood, as rich and vibrant as ours so many live without shelter or 
food.  Mollicone’s Beatitudes not only bless the poor but just as importantly bless “the 
eyes that see not a band of homeless, but a noble company...,” and also the hope that  
“…now is the day of Beatitude.” 
 
Following the opening Beatitudes and the Latin prayer for mercy, Evelyn (Eve) sings her 
song of despair, “…a homeless woman with no more options for tomorrow... I dare not 
wonder where I’ll be a year from now… but wait, I may be dead by then.” 
 
Mollicone immediately inserts a chorus of optimism with the exuberant and joyous 
“Glory to God in the highest,” to which Adam responds “Amen, I sing amen to every 
prayer that’s being prayed.”  He used to be a gardener for a wealthy man but is lost now.  
However, when times are really tough and cold sets in, he remembers the life before and 
sings “Amen!” 
 
The chorus is again called upon to provide hope in singing “Lord… heaven and earth are 
full of thy glory.”  This is followed by “Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord, 
Hosanna.”  Adam and Eve respond as they now have “heard the holy Messenger” and are 
“standing in the house of God at last.”  
 
The final prayers, “Lamb of God” and “Hail mother of mercy” are followed by a 
concluding blessing, “Blessed are the poor,… blessed are their days to come,…for theirs 
is the kingdom of light.” 
 
As reviewers Katie Lee Crane and Debra Morris-Bennett have stated, “The Beatitude 
Mass creators—starting with Father John Pedigo’s idea, Henry Mollicone’s score, and 
William Luce’s ability to give voice to the words of the homeless people that they met—
express both the struggle and the hope of the human condition.  May those of us who 
listen today truly comprehend its powerful message:  their voices are our voices; our 
hope is their hope.  There is no them, only us.” 
 
For many of the AVM vocalists the transition from the predictable and expansive phrases 
of Mozart and Handel to the short expressive gestures of Mollicone was a challenge.  We 
have worked hard to match those gestures to the meaning of the text while at the same 
time letting those same expressions represent the disjointed and unpredictable life style of 
the poor, hungry, and homeless.  Our choral prayers, however, offer hope and Blessing to 
all in that “noble company.” 


